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About This Series

Watch the official Community Guide video series to learn some of the basics of Arma 3’s military gameplay. This series is
created by Bohemia Interactive in co-operation with Andrew Gluck (better known as Dslyecxi) from the Arma community

group Shack Tactical.
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Bohemia Interactive
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Bohemia Interactive
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Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Seasons: 1
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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I really like the concept of this game, but this should have been like 1-2 hours max. The narrative is really good, it's a shame
they make me play sudoku if I want to experience it.. At first, the puzzles were somewhat hard to understand but then you get
the hang of it and its not that bad and kind of clever. But then i was stuck in the final hall for about 45min trying to understand
what to do next, having no clues on how to continue. I managed to finish the game but not in a way that i would want to.
Meaning i had to look up for certain code in a youtube walkthrough, and the guy too said to not ask him where he find it, and i
hated that i had to look it up somewhere else.(BTW, i played it twice, the first playthrough i gave up finding clues in the
hallway, the 2nd time i got it from a youtube walkthrough) I like hard to crack puzzles but lurking around in a hallway for
45min and not finding any clue... its kind of dissappointing. I wouldnt call it a horror game because of 1 and a half semi-
jumpscares. i dont mind the graphics but it would be great if interactions werent buggie.
Overall i give this game 5\/10.
. the B-29 is an extremely intrecate but simple cockpit design, its easy to understand the flight controlls and a fairly easy aircraft
to fly. Its not the fastest when compared to the other WWII bombers from FSX but has much more features and realistic details
than them; it even allows you to take the gunner,pilot,co-pilot,engineer,navigaton, or bombadiers position while flying the plane
and even allows you to drop two full payloads from the aircrafts bomb bay. it is a great aircraft with tons of detail and fairly
simple flight controlls.

I would highly recomend it.. Not that bad, like it's not GTA, but it's a bit enjoyable if you have nothing else to do.

And I would prefer a normal gunshot sound, using your mouth to create one is so annoying.. The potential is there but currently
its a hot mess. Too good and too underrated of a game. It plays something like Kingdom Hearts, but better because you have a
ton of characters to choose from, level and learn how to play. All of them having unique skills and playstyle so it's hard to get
bored of playing new characters. It's highly suggested to use a controller, but totally doable with a keyboard too if you give it
some time to get used to your keybinds (it could be very demoralizing in the beginning). Obviously to like it as much as I and
other people who do you need to be a fan of SAO and AW (or just one of them, I guess - but both would make you appreciate
the game so much more). AND EVEN MORE if you're reading the novels as many of the characters that appear are from the
novels and holy shi*#!Q%*!# they're fun to play.

Stay cool.. Best lightbulb change simulator in the market \ud83d\udc4d. quot;the game was awful but for a dollar I learned not
to trust games with neat titles."
. Well if you want a experience a western front with a RO2 way,play this now.Everything is balanced and they bring a huge
improvements with every update.
I want a thanks to developers which they bring us this mod.
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Great game ! If u read this then now first click all butterflies that will give u a start. Very sad game . u read its a short ? Yes it is
but its worth it. I know u just sayng it. Accualy its worth it i buyed it and played some minutes and then quited then played again
and played trough. ALL WORTH IT.. The graphics and soundtrack were great. The story telling however is all over the place
with a very random ending that had nothing to do with the events prior to it. I still don't really understand the story. The game
has quite a few annoying but not game breaking bugs as well. For the price though I still recommend it.. Do you like weapons of
mass destruction and just mindlessly blasting away enemies? Then this game is for you!. Wonderful twist on a classic genre. The
more people the more difficult and hectic it is to form strategy, so I recommend only playing with that many close friends. Just
doing 5 right now is difficult.

You have to connect by IP which is a set back, but the game otherwise works great.

Features that would be nice would be an AFK setting, since the game is so long. This would automatically distribute your share
of funds to the other players and have you set to continue to the next round.

But for $0.24 I can't expect everything. This is one of the best ways of spending couch change.. Very good tool for learning
theory. Contributed towards my pass majorly. Only thing I need to say is that I couldn't finish a mock test because I couldn't
mark the final question. Otherwise, very good!. not that good. badly optimised, impossible to find a decent sensetivity setting
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